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Launching a new academic journal, especially one focused on college access, is a dream come true! This inaugural issue features three different scholarly pieces – one on college and career readiness counseling training, one on students with intellectual disabilities, and one on summer support – all critical topics in the field of college access. We are also excited to provide some guest perspectives from the President and CEO of the Lumina Foundation and showcase the voice of expert Mandy Savitz-Romer, Ph.D. of Harvard University.

FEATURED ARTICLES

Advisor and Student Experiences of Summer Support for College-Intending, Low-Income High School Graduates
This piece provides important insights into “summer melt,” the phenomenon that occurs when college-bound high school graduates do not follow through on the summer activities needed to attend college in the fall. New programs suggest there are ways to reduce summer melt; this article offers excellent insights into their efficacy.

The Importance and Implementation of Eight Components of College and Career Readiness Counseling in School Counselor Education Programs
Many advocates of college access work with the eight-part framework established by the National Office for School Counselor Advocacy (NOSCA), but are counselor educators familiar with it—and how much value do they place on each component? This study begins to address this important question, and the implications for pre-service counselor training.

Increasing Access to Postsecondary Education for Students with Intellectual Disabilities
College access is often limited to the construct of expanding opportunities to low-income students and students of color. This article identifies efforts to broaden college access to students who were once considered beyond the reach of college opportunities based on intellectual disability, a vital dimension of the college access movement that is often overlooked.

We acknowledge the support of the Brandy Johnson at the Michigan College Access Network, bepress, and Maira Bundza of Western Michigan University in helping us launch the journal and this first issue!

In addition, special thanks to Fareed Shalhout and Alex Susienka who proofread the final version before we published.
Welcome to the inaugural issue of the *Journal of College Access*. I am thrilled to see this publication take off, and know great things are in store for its future.

The Michigan College Access Network (MCAN) is an organization that strives to increase the college readiness, participation and completion rates in our state. College access is one of the most important issues that faces our state today, as college truly is no longer a luxury but indeed a necessity. Our knowledge-based economy requires more from our students than just a high school diploma. Leaders from across all sectors and from communities all across the country must commit to work to make sure that all students – regardless of their race, background, or socio-economic status – have access to postsecondary education.

This journal spearheads a multifaceted approach to foster a college-going culture. As the college access movement continues to build, we will look to the new ideas, prominent research and scholarship provided by the *Journal of College Access* for guidance. Articles and columns written by some of the most prominent academics in the field of postsecondary access can help to disseminate vital information and influence policymakers at the local, state and national levels. Their messages help educate policymakers and practitioners about the critical role we must play to support students in their pursuit of higher education.

We look forward to the questions posed, theses formed and discussions generated by this publication as we increase momentum and work in tandem with this exciting and innovative research initiative.

MCAN’s goal is to increase the percentage of Michigan residents with high-quality degrees or credentials to 60 percent by the year 2025. We believe academic publications like this are a step in the right direction to making that goal a reality.
Advisor and Student Experiences of Summer Support for College-Intending, Low-Income High School Graduates

Author(s)
Karen D. Arnold (Boston College), Alexandra Chewning (uAspire), Benjamin Castleman (University of Virginia), Lindsay C. Page (University of Pittsburgh)

ABSTRACT

Summer melt occurs when students who have been accepted to college and intend to enroll fail to matriculate in college in the fall semester after high school. A high rate of summer melt contributes to the lower postsecondary attainment rates of low-income students, in particular. This article presents qualitative findings from two interventions intended to reduce summer melt among low-income, urban high school graduates who had been accepted to college and indicated their intention to enroll. Results from student and counselor surveys, interviews, and focus groups point to a web of personal and contextual factors that collectively influence students’ college preparation behaviors and provide insight into the areas of summer supports from which students like these can benefit. The data fit an ecological perspective, in which personal, institutional, societal, and temporal factors interact to affect students’ behaviors and outcomes. A model of summer intervention shows that obstacles in completing college financing and informational tasks can lead college-intending students to re-open the question of where or whether to attend college in the fall after high school graduation. Given the pressure of concerns about how to actualize their offer of admission, students rarely engage in the anticipatory socialization activities that might help them make optimal transitions into college.

Problem and Theoretical Framework

Pronounced differences in college entrance by family income constitute a persistent driver of social inequality (Obama, 2009; Perna & Jones, 2013). By age 25, only 29% of U.S. youth from the lowest income quartile have entered higher education, compared with 80% of their peers from the highest income quartile (Aud et al., 2013; Bailey & Dynarski, 2011). Summer melt contributes significantly to this socioeconomic divide by reducing the rates of initial college enrollment among low-income students. We use the term “summer melt” to refer to the phenomenon of college-intending students failing to transition immediately to college, even after being accepted and choosing where to enroll. The overall national rate of summer melt across all socioeconomic groups is 10% (Castleman & Page, 2014a). Across a variety of contexts, college-intending, low-income students fall victim to summer melt at rates higher than the national average: anywhere from 20 to 44 percent of students in this population fails to enroll at any college in the fall semester after high school (Arnold, Fleming, De Anda, Castleman & Wartman, 2009; Castleman & Page, 2014a, 2014b; Daugherty, 2012; Matthews, Schooley & Vosler, 2011).
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This article reports on qualitative studies of an intensive advising intervention and a text-message-based intervention intended to stem summer melt among low-income college-intending students. Arnold, Lu and Armstrong (2012) have argued that progress toward the goal of improving college access for low-income students remains stalled because of a failure to account for the interactions among relevant personal, institutional, and societal factors. College access can be understood as emerging from a complex human ecology (Bronfenbrenner, 1974, 1979, 1993, 2005). Each of the intervention modes took an ecological approach by attempting to address the full range of circumstances that affect students in the summer after high school graduation. In a human ecology framework, students’ pre-enrollment experiences and decisions are seen as taking place within their immediate settings and relationships: microsystems. Student microsystems contain their families, friends, and neighborhoods. In the summer after high school, students are largely or entirely separated from previous microsystems of school, teachers, counselors, and college access program staff. College microsystems are typically absent in the summer, as most high school graduates are not yet connected directly to particular college settings or people.

The mesosystem refers to the interacting connections among different microsystems; for instance, the intersections among summer intervention counselors, family, and loan organizations. Students have some agency in the ways they engage, interpret, and partially shape these individual (microsystem) and overlapping (mesosystem) direct settings. What happens in students’ immediate contexts is also conditioned by more distant institutional and policy arenas in which they are not physically present (exosystem). Financial aid availability, immigration regulations, and parents’ workplaces are examples of exosystem factors affecting students. The macrosystem includes broad social contexts, such as cultural beliefs or the capitalist ideology of higher education as a private good. The entire ecology also varies with time (chronosystem). Figure 1 (see page 8) illustrates this ecological model of the transition from high school to college with the most salient environmental factors that emerged from a comprehensive review of the literature on college readiness (Arnold, Lu & Armstrong, 2012) and our own empirical research.

Summer Melt: An Ecological Transition
For college-intending high school seniors, immediate settings (microsystems) of school, teachers, out-of-school programs, peers, and families form a congruent mesosystem. These microsystems collectively encourage college-going expectations and behaviors. The summer after high school, in contrast, constitutes an ecological transition in which new graduates are no longer immersed in high school and college access programs and have yet to connect to the college where they intend to enroll. College-intending students face challenging new microsystems after graduating from high school. Students fail to
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Figure 1: Ecological Model of College Readiness in the Transition from High School to College

Adapted from Arnold, Lu & Armstrong (2012).
The Ecology of College Readiness
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matriculate at their intended college, the research suggests, primarily because of financial and informational barriers they face over the post-high school summer (Arnold et al., 2009; Castleman, Arnold & Wartman, 2012; Castleman & Page, 2014b; Castleman, Page, & Schooley, 2014; Rall, 2013). Students encounter these barriers through new, unfamiliar microsystems in which they are placed in direct contact with college and financial bureaucratic systems. Over the summer, students and their families need to make financial decisions related to college costs and may need to take out loans to complete financial aid packages. They need to access, understand, and respond to college correspondence and bills. They must register for and attend orientation, take placement tests, arrange housing and travel plans, make course selections, and buy books. These requirements emerge from institutional and policy arenas in the exosystem. Many of these tasks are challenging, especially for families with limited financial means, English language literacy, bureaucratic savvy, or college experience. Furthermore, this array of tasks occurs during a period in which students are no longer working with high school counselors or access program staff but before they are connected to college faculty and advisors. In sum, summer melt can be understood as resulting from a pervasive ecological transition in which students face significant challenges in multiple microsystems at a point in time where key supportive microsystems have been withdrawn. These challenges emerge from exosystem policies and practices of financial lending institutions and higher education requirements and costs. They also emerge from student exosystem factors such as federal regulations affecting their immigration status or the salary levels of their parents’ occupations.

Method
Summer College Connect is a college access intervention developed in response to a challenging transition in students’ ecology. Qualitative Summer College Connect 2011 and 2012 studies accompanied large-scale randomized controlled trials. In both years, school districts and community-based organizations collaborated with university researchers to provide assistance to low-income, college-intending students in the summer after high school graduation (Castleman & Page, 2014b, 2014c; Castleman, Page, & Schooley, 2014). Participants in each study included June high school graduates from urban high schools with high percentages of low-income, first generation, and minority students who indicated their intention to enroll in college in the fall.

Summer College Connect 2011
The 2011 Massachusetts experimental intervention consisted of summer advising delivered by uAspire, a Boston-headquartered non-profit college access and success organization that provides college affordability and financial aid advising to youth in urban areas in Massachusetts, Florida, and California (Castleman, Page, & Schooley, 2014). The 927 students in the sample were June 2011 Boston high school
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graduates who had been accepted to college and applied for a supplementary scholarship from uAspire. Divided randomly into treatment and control groups, the student sample was representative of the larger urban school population from which it was drawn, including 87% students of color and 74% who were eligible for free or reduced price lunch. While all students in the sample had indicated an interest in remaining engaged with uAspire by virtue of having applied to the scholarship, uAspire did not explicitly offer summer support as part of the scholarship application process. The results of this randomized intervention therefore generalize to other settings in which community-based organizations or schools offer support to all college-intending high school graduates, not just those who have signed up to request this support.

Trained financial aid advisors at uAspire contacted members of the treatment group to offer summer help, including reviewing financial aid letters and college bills, obtaining additional funding, and completing required college paperwork and preparation tasks. uAspire advisors used task lists that were customized for each college’s requirements and deadlines to organize their counseling meetings with students and to provide guidance to students about important follow-up activities. Providing two to three hours of summer support cost $100-$200 per student and increased on-time enrollment rates by five percentage points in comparison with the control group (See Castleman, Page, & Schooley, 2014 for a full description of the randomized controlled trial study’s quantitative methods and findings.).

The qualitative portion of the study attempted to understand how students experienced and used the intervention by posing the following research questions:

• What is happening in the lives of students during the post-high school summer that affects their college transition behaviors and how they feel about enrolling in college?
• How is college affordability affecting students’ feelings about college and their college planning? How does the intervention affect their feelings and behaviors about affordability?
• How do students and advisors experience what is happening within the intervention and perceive its effects on college transition behaviors and feelings?

To answer these questions, we conducted interviews and focus groups with the uAspire advisors who delivered the intervention and interviewed a subset of students in the treatment group. We used a purposive intensity sample (Patton, 1990) by selecting advisors who were identified by the site supervisor as the most experienced, capable, reflective advisors. Specifically, we interviewed four advisors in July, approximately three weeks into the intervention. Three of those advisors were interviewed again in late August, at the end of the intervention. We also interviewed an additional advisor and the supervisor of the
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intervention in early September. The majority of the 60 to 90 minute interviews covered in-depth narratives of eight to ten individual students from each advisor’s caseload. Advisors were asked to choose students with whom they had met and whom they considered to be representative and/or particularly information-rich cases. For each of these cases, advisors shared their experience in contacting students, specific college planning issues they covered in advising, and the process and outcomes of working with the student. In the second interview, advisors provided updates on the same student cases. On both occasions, they were also asked to comment on student experiences and intervention issues more broadly.

In addition to these individual case-based interviews with advisors, we held focus groups in August and November with six to eight advisors and uAspire leaders. In each instance, advisors were asked to discuss patterns of student issues, reflect on summarized interview findings, describe the ways that they assisted students, and assess the intervention itself. The November focus group also served as a member check-in which advisors reflected on the validity and implications for practice of study findings and preliminary interpretations.

As part of the study, three graduate student interviewers with similar backgrounds to the study population conducted individual interviews with nine students from the treatment group. The purposive sampling frame for student respondent selection was a maximum variation sample of students chosen to represent a variety of postsecondary plans and intervention experiences. The interviews covered students’ summer experience as it related to college attitudes, plans, and actions; perceptions of college affordability; and reflections on the experience of working with a uAspire advisor during the summer.

All interviews and focus group discussions were tape-recorded and transcribed. Transcripts were entered into a qualitative research data analysis program (Hyperresearch). Data analysis followed a constant-comparative approach (Miles & Huberman, 1994) in which open codes are assigned to units of text and subsequently clustered into patterns and then into core themes.

Summer College Connect 2012

In order to test a scaled-up, low-touch summer melt intervention, Castleman and Page (2014c) designed a text-message campaign for a summer 2012 randomized control/treatment intervention. In Massachusetts, the study population included Class of 2012 high school graduates from the cities of Springfield, Lawrence, and Boston who had initiated at least two individual meetings with a uAspire financial aid advisor at their high school during their senior year. This operational definition of college-intending yielded a sample of 2,833 students who were representative of their urban school populations: predominantly of color (89-99%
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across sites) and low-income (78-89% as measured by qualification for free and reduced-price lunch). The sample was divided randomly into control and treatment conditions, with 1,070 students receiving the text message treatment. As with the summer 2011 intervention, students in the experimental sample did not select into being eligible to receive additional summer support from uAspire. Rather, uAspire identified eligible students from their own administrative records.

In the 2012 Summer College Connect treatment group, students received a series of 10 text messages that were sent directly to their mobile phones during the summer after high school graduation. The messages were personalized with the student’s name and customized for each student’s intended college. They reminded students of important tasks they needed to complete, such as logging on to their personal web portal at the college to access important information and forms, signing up for placement tests and orientation, filling out housing forms, and arranging health insurance. Messages also provided reminders about financial aid forms, understanding aid letters, and interpreting tuition bills. Students could follow embedded links in most of the text messages to access additional information and carry out tasks on college and financial aid websites. They could also request a meeting with a uAspire advisor by responding to the text outreach.

In Lawrence and Springfield, Massachusetts, where there is a deficiency of college planning supports and resources for students, Castleman and Page (2014c) reported increased enrollment of 7.1 percentage points for students in the treatment group over a control group enrollment rate of 63%. In Boston, by contrast, where there is a high concentration of college planning supports, both during the school year and the summer following high school graduation, there was no impact of the texting intervention (Castleman & Page, 2014c). The cost of the treatment was $7 per student. (See Castleman & Page, 2014c, for a full account of the intervention and experimental trial methods and findings.)

The qualitative portion of the study was designed to explore how students experienced the intervention, used the text messages, and considered their decisions about college in light of the messages. The research questions were:

- How do students experience and use text messages intended to assist them in completing college tasks during the summer after high school?
- How do students perceive the influence of text messages on their college-planning behaviors and enrollment outcomes?
- Why do some students who receive summer support choose not to begin college?

Qualitative study participants were a stratified random sample of treatment group students from Boston, Lawrence, and
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Springfield. In order to learn about the students for whom the intervention had not resulted in college enrollment, we oversampled students who were not in college in fall 2012 according to the National Student Clearinghouse StudentTracker. One hundred non-college students and fifty college students were asked to participate. We received responses from 41 students (27%) across these two groups.

In keeping with the digital intervention mode, data were collected in April 2013 via a short mobile phone survey (10-15 minutes, 32 questions) with a combination of forced-choice and open-ended questions about students’ current activities, reactions to the intervention, use of the messages, and reflections about post-high school choices and plans. Students received a personalized invitation from uAspire to take the survey and were offered a $20 gift card to complete it. It is important to note that students who sought out assistance might be more likely to report positive results than other students in the treatment group who did not take up the offer of support.

Findings

Summer College Connect 2011
The 2011 qualitative findings yielded themes about students’ summer challenges related to postsecondary planning and themes related to the delivery of uAspire’s summer intervention. Most importantly, the results show a high need for summer assistance. In one characteristic, comprehensive statement, a uAspire student told the interviewer, “It’s freaky. I’m the first generation in my family to go to college and I don’t know what to do!” In fact, advisors found that students and parents were often unaware that colleges were sending bills and other information electronically. “It’s not like they aren’t sending the information at all or that they don’t want the students to be informed,” an advisor said. “They are creating these complex interfaces online. They are sending packets I’m sure. But something is getting lost along the way.” This finding demonstrates an exosystem influence, as colleges move to online communications with admitted students without accounting for the level of college knowledge or availability of home computers among first generation students and their families. Chronosystem challenges arose as well. Colleges typically sent information about required summer tasks with an acceptance packet. The early timing of these instructions and their complexity led many students to put off summer tasks in favor of more immediate and pressing pursuits.

The Summer College Connect intervention design was a good match for students’ summer financial and informational needs. In addition to their role as an important summer microsystem for treatment group members, advisors who had worked in students’ high schools served as a mesosystem connection between high school and the pre-college summer. Students found their interactions with advisors to be comfortable and helpful. Advisors found that their financial aid
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Expertise was always useful and frequently crucial in enabling students to implement their college plans or to make a new postsecondary plan. Students reported finding their meetings helpful and were particularly positive about “to-do” lists that advisors assisted in customizing to the tasks and deadlines of their intended college. The students who took up the offer for meetings found that the process helped keep them organized and on track. Even students who initially told advisors they were “all set” benefited from some assistance. As a student said, “I guess without [this program] I don’t think I would have survived this process. My family and friends have given me support, but not the support that I feel like [uAspire] has given me. I’ve had them walk me through the whole college process.”

The match between uAspire’s college affordability expertise and student need was particularly strong because the vast majority of work over the summer dealt with affordability and information related to finances. Struggles to afford college spanned the entire student ecology. From the macrosystem, students faced high college costs because of a steady rise in institutional expenses at the same time as declining state appropriations to higher education. The structure of the labor force and manifestations of social inequality were macrosystem factors affecting their family’s ability to pay for college. In the exosystem, loan policies, government regulations, and bureaucratic procedures all influenced the content, timing, and difficulty of arranging financing.

Students approached the array of financial tasks in light of the characteristics of their family and advisor microsystems.

The interaction between pressures emerging from distant levels of the environment and students’ tasks in their immediate contexts produced challenges for nearly all of the students. Facing first-year funding shortfalls from $500 to $18,000, students had trouble making sense of their gap. Many needed assistance in understanding that it was possible to fill a modest gap and others needed to be dissuaded from taking on large, unsubsidized private loans. Hands-on work during meetings was particularly helpful: going over award letters and bills, making phone calls to college financial aid offices, and completing required paperwork. Advisor help ranged from assistance in completing master promissory notes and health insurance waivers to appeals of financial aid awards and loan advising.

Students commonly faced unanticipated gaps or extra expenses that threatened to derail their plans. When combined funding sources did not cover college costs, as was often the case, advisors assisted students to consider alternative college options. This was the situation for a student who did not know the meaning of the term “trimester” and so did not realize until her advising meeting that what she and her mother took as the entire cost of her college year was just a third of her first year bill. Sometimes the financial aid award paperwork, the initial bill, and/or the real college costs were unclear to students and
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parents. While much of this confusion was due to families’ limited understanding of complicated bureaucratic and financial forms, advisors noted that some colleges were occasionally misleading students by presenting inconsistent information about college costs on their website, initial financial aid award letter, or final bill. In other situations, students knew the costs but had no idea how to meet them. Many students faced both issues. “I thought I only had to pay $600 after all those scholarships. But it turns out I have to pay another thousand, and [uAspire advisor] helped me realize that. And I was ‘So what do I do? What do I do?’ And she was really helpful.”

Students were dealing with numerous problems that were intertwined with affordability. Attempts to finance college occurred within mesosystem interactions among the contexts of advisor, family, peers, and community. As an advisor told us: “Financial aid is the biggest issue, obviously, because it comes from other issues. They’ll all connect, but at the end of the day, you can’t even begin to address those things unless you address those emotional or other issues that are going on that are not so much [about] money or filling out the form.” Family issues, in particular, often determined whether students were able to implement their postsecondary plan. Parents’ beliefs and actions sometimes hampered their student’s plan, for instance by an inability to provide financial information or a cultural reluctance to have their child live on campus. Family issues like these were sometimes crises that necessarily became the focus of advisor assistance. Other families were supportive but unable to help; some were actively helpful; and some dominated the student or pushed hard for high-debt college choices. Violence in inner city Boston over the summer led some families to increase the priority of college and to make additional financial sacrifices to enable their student to leave the neighborhood for college.

All interviewed students felt their advisors cared about them and were open and receptive to anything they brought up. Every advisor reported acting as a personal counselor on occasion. However, apart from family problems related to financing college, student and advisor concerns about personal issues, academic readiness, and strategies for thriving in college were almost always set aside in order to focus on paying for college. The intervention necessarily concentrated on helping the student matriculate into college. For this population of students, financial and logistical tasks were the most salient issues in the transition to college. This work took priority all summer. Advisors had little time to take up academic, emotional, and socialization transition issues that might influence college success once students were enrolled.

Another challenge for summer program advisors was the significant tension between encouraging all students to pursue the goal of college and pushing many students to understand that their specific plan was unfeasible. Many students had strong
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attachments to particular campuses and to the idea of themselves at a four-year college. These ideas came from the macrosystem and exosystem messages about the American dream and the normative college experience in the U.S. generally, and in the Boston higher education context. Students had encountered these social ideals in their Microsystems via high school messages and norms, family ideals, peer attitudes, college recruitment, and self-concepts related to college-going. For the many students with insurmountable gaps between their financial aid and the cost of attendance at their intended institution, advisors encouraged them to consider community college or a less expensive four-year option. Students varied in their response to these suggestions, with some resisting what they saw as a less-desirable or lower-status option. Some advisors pointed to the difficulties of serving as the realist at the end of a line of adults who have assured students that they can achieve anything if they work hard and desire it enough. Notably, many students expressed a belief that the finances would “work themselves out” as long as they were accepted to an institution. Helping students manage and sometimes reset their expectations was a major theme in the uAspire work. In the words of one advisor: “I was playing the role of dream crusher.”

Given the high need for assistance among the study population, it is perhaps surprising that a major finding of the Summer College Connect 2011 qualitative study was the considerable time expended on persuading students to take up the offer of assistance. A major frustration for the advisors was the difficulty in reaching students and scheduling meetings. Students routinely ignored phone calls, voicemails and emails and frequently canceled or failed to show up for scheduled meetings. Timing of the meetings during the workday was difficult for many students, as was the trade-off between an advising meeting and foregone pay from taking time off of work. For some, the unfamiliarity or travel time to downtown Boston proved to be obstacles. Although at least one advisor had reasonable attendance at off-site meetings, most were hesitant to risk no-shows, especially on evenings and weekends. While offered, the incentive of department store gift cards did not seem to make a major difference in students’ receptiveness to the offer of help. One advisor said that everyone was “stunned at how hard it was going to be to track down students…We just had no idea how much effort it was going to take.” The difficulty in reaching students and setting up meetings was related to advisors’ sensitivity to the balance between helping students take responsibility for themselves and fostering dependency by “holding their hands.” “It’s hard, you know,” an advisor said. “You don’t want to be stalking the student!”

By the end of the summer, advisors had exchanged a phone call or email with 80% of the treatment group. Fifty-one percent had met at least once with a uAspire advisor. Students’ willingness to accept the offer of advisor support increased dramatically toward the end of the summer, as students faced deadlines to pay their first bill and
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finalize their loans. The late surge of interest in advising also appeared to be related to adolescents’ strong bias toward the present. Many students put off enrollment tasks until there a very strong sense of urgency to complete them finally dominating other immediate concerns and pressing tasks. For ethical reasons, the control group had been informed during their last month of high school of the availability of summer help; however, only 2% sought out support from uAspire. Clearly, active outreach was necessary to mobilize students to take up the offer of summer support. The reasons for the lower take up rates earlier in the summer are not entirely clear, but advisors agreed that many students perceived that they were “all set” after getting accepted to college and graduating from high school:

In the early summer, they don’t yet realize that they’re not all set. So, I think that early summer is still kind of the honeymoon period of ‘I just graduated and I’m all set to go to college. I was accepted, I paid my deposit, and now I just get to do what, you know, whatever my summer brings until September… I mean, if someone’s calling you unexpectedly during the summer, and you don’t feel like there’s anything pressing, then you might see it as, you know, a nice offer for help that you don’t need to take up (uAspire advising supervisor).

Advisors agreed that students and their families did not foresee the college tasks of summer or the full realities of the costs related to college attendance. By the time some of them realized the seriousness of the tasks, they were unable to finance their intended college.

The focus on finances and informational activities precluded students from using the summer to prepare for the role of becoming a college student. Anticipatory socialization is the process of learning about and beginning to adopt the values and norms of groups that non-group members hope to enter (Merton, 1968; Weidman, 1989). Given the pressure of financial and informational concerns, few Summer College Connect students were able to have conversations with their advisors about, choosing courses, finding and using campus resources, connecting with future classmates, dealing with academic weaknesses, affording books, and other transition issues. These are the kinds of anticipatory socialization issues that generally occupy the pre-college summer of high school graduates from higher income, college-educated families (McDonough, 1997; Wartman & Savage, 2008). Such preparation is likely to affect the smoothness of the transition into college and, arguably, college persistence.

Summer College Connect 2012
The 2012 Summer College Connect intervention turned to automated text-message based communication to reach out and offer summer support to students. The motivation for this strategy is twofold. First, automated outreach reduced the advisor time
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and expense in tracking down students and persuading them to accept assistance. Second, advisors had found text based communication to be effective for reaching students during the school year and in the prior summer’s implementation of Summer College Connect. In addition, text message outreach is cost-effective, scalable, and relevant to the digital lives of young adults (Castleman & Page, 2014c). In this treatment condition, students actively chose to pursue information or seek advising by responding to at least one of the automated messages received (34%-48% depending on city) or by taking up the text invitation for an advising meeting (20%-31% across cities).

The qualitative study of the 2012 text message campaign used a survey delivered via mobile phone to follow the outcomes and evaluate the intervention experiences of treatment group students eight months after the end of the message campaign. The report of results begins with examining the third of the respondents who had not begun college after high school. As in the 2011 study, the entire student ecology was implicated in the host of issues they gave for postponing college. Students’ reasons for not matriculating related to a variety of financial issues, including needing to work to help their families, not wanting to take out loans, missing financial aid deadlines, and feeling they could not afford college. A few students missed application deadlines or did not get into the schools they wanted; one still needed to finish a failed high school class. Others had competing interests: “needed a break,” “was enjoying my job,” “wasn’t interested.” Only one student expressed feeling academically unprepared. In keeping with the 2011 study, 2012 graduates’ consideration of academic preparation issues was overshadowed by the effort required to pay for college and complete required paperwork.

An important reason for studying students who do not attend college is to find out whether they are, in fact, successfully pursuing routes to upward mobility outside of higher education. It was not the case that students in this study skipped college to enter other potentially high-wage career ladders. Instead, the pattern for respondents who had not enrolled in college was one of unstable employment and unskilled or semi-skilled jobs.

Across the sample, 96% of respondents in and outside of college had worked full time at some point in the nine months since high school graduation. By April, however 46% of college and non-college respondents were unemployed and looking for work. Of those employed, only the few enrolled students with college work-study jobs and a single individual with an internship could be seen as pursuing career-related work; the rest of the group was employed in food service and retail positions. The group was somewhat satisfied with their pay and work environments but not with the connections of their job to their interests and desired career.

Students varied greatly in their response about whether they would make the same
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decisions about college again. Almost half of the group said they would make the same choice again about whether and/or where to enroll (definitely yes: 24%; probably yes: 24%); the remainder would not (probably not: 30%; definitely not 22%). Satisfied college students felt they had worked hard and experienced success in their first year of college: “I made a smart investment the first time.” “I’ve had a successful first year of college.” “I learned from my mistakes my first year of college. I now feel better prepared going into my second year.” Dissatisfied or struggling college students and non-college attenders, in contrast, saw their poor decisions as coming from motivational and self-management issues: “I was disorganized”; “I’d be more prepared on sending in the correct applications, more organized”; “I’d manage my time better”; “I feel like I could have worked harder when it came to applying to colleges.” A few students felt they should have sought out additional knowledge: “Learn more about loans, explore majors.”

Enrolled and non-enrolled students repeatedly used the image of “following dreams” and “being true to myself” to explain their relative satisfaction with their decision about whether and where to attend college. These themes also appeared in feedback about what they would have done differently, if anything: “Maybe go to a different school and follow my dreams”; “I would stay true to myself and my dreams, rather than follow someone else’s”; “I wasted one whole semester in college, until I transferred to [university] and majored in what I loved.”

Students held themselves responsible for their college enrollment outcomes and did not articulate the role of any larger social structures and systems surrounding them. For example, no students attributed their choices to external factors like the availability of financial aid or the lack of accessible college staff over the summer. No enrolled students blamed any aspect of their college for a negative experience, as with the student who reported that her university “is not a bad school but I wasn’t comfortable so I wanted to come home.” The closest reference any student made to academic readiness was one comment of regret about high school: “I would try harder in my classes.” Exosystem and macrosystem social forces, in short, were either not apparent or not salient to students’ lived experience.

Direct student feedback about the effects of receiving text message nudges for college tasks was encouraging (although respondents to the survey might have been more likely than non-respondents to view the messages as helpful). When asked whether the messages influenced their college preparation, the majority of students reported that the messages positively influenced their actions at the following percentages (selected as “somewhat true for me” or “very true for me”):
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- Got me to complete a task I hadn’t yet done (86%);
- Informed me about something that I hadn’t realized I needed to do (86%)
- Helped me manage my time better, like planning better or meeting my college deadlines, or not procrastinating as much (75%)
- Got me to reach out to a uAspire advisor for help (72%)
- Helped make the summer tasks less overwhelming or less stressful (70%)
- Helped make summer tasks for college clearer or more understandable (67%)

When asked the open-ended question of how they used the messages, the large majority of respondents reported that they used messages as reminders of tasks they needed to complete. “The text messages were reminders. [It was] a hectic time with everything going on and they definitely kept me on task with what needed to be completed.” “I used them as a source of information. It was helpful and useful to someone like me who did not know a lot about preparing for college.” “I read them and did what I had to do with my uAspire advisor after.” These repeated themes suggest that our responding students took primary responsibility or worked closely with their advisors to complete enrollment tasks and keep track of deadlines.

A handful of students found the messages irritating and deleted them because they were already on top of the tasks, had another mentor, or had already decided they did not want to go to college: “I usually had my things done ahead of time and the constant reminders annoyed me.” “They told me things I already knew.” “I had an Upward Bound advisor to talk things over with. I didn’t need the messages.” “I really did not know if I wanted to go to college.”

Responses like these were rare, however. Of all text recipients, a small minority (approximately 4%) requested that the text outreach stop. Of survey respondents discussed here, the majority found the messages were useful, overall, in “helping me get everything done for college during last summer” (84% ‘somewhat true or very true for me’). Nearly two-thirds of respondents agreed that: “Overall, the text messages helped me make up my mind about whether to go to a particular college or to any college at all” (62%). As this last response demonstrates, many students’ commitment to attending a particular college was not firm at the point of leaving high school. Summer nudges (Castleman & Page, 2014c) clarified the choice for many; however, the messages were most effective in helping students complete the tasks to actualize their enrollment.

A Model of Summer Intervention
Mirroring the connections among college issues for students, college tasks affect one another. Figure 2 (page 21) shows the four major kinds of tasks required of college-intending high school graduates: postsecondary planning, financing, logistics/information, and anticipatory socialization.
Figure 2: Levels of Summer Melt Intervention

**Anticipatory Socialization**
(picking classes, buying books, choosing major, seeking work-study job, considering extracurriculars, talking to roommate, joining college Facebook)

**Logistics/information**
(entrance counseling, understanding bills and documents, filling out paperwork, waiving health insurance, completing promissory note)

**Financing**
(understanding gap, searching and applying for new funding sources, appealing financial aid package)

**Postsecondary Plan**
(re-deciding whether and where to go to college)
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The intervention model in this figure specifies the content of summer melt interventions, but it also indicates the interrelations among requirements in the last stage of college access.

The summer begins with high school graduation. By the time they graduated from high school, all of the 2011 and many of the 2012 Summer College Connect students had completed the many tasks involved in choosing to attend college: applying, being accepted, and deciding where to matriculate (Hossler & Gallagher, 1987). By graduation, most students had also completed financial aid applications and received their aid package from their intended college. Some students’ financial aid was delayed because they completed the FAFSA late. Others faced delays in financial aid awards because their FAFSA was flagged by the U.S. Department of Education or their intended institution for income and asset information verification. Nearly all the graduates faced summer tasks of filling in gaps between their financial aid and the costs of college attendance. The most pressing set of summer tasks, therefore, has to do with ensuring the financing of the first year of college. Higher-income students with parents who are able to pay for college, have strong enough credit histories to qualify for different types of loans, and/or take responsibility for loan procedures bypass this step. Similarly, a handful of low-income students who receive early notification of full financial aid from highly selective colleges or programs like the Gates Millennium Scholarship face considerably less financial pressure. Even students with extensive financial aid packages, however, face additional college expenses that are not covered by their awards and that can derail their plans.

As discussed, many of the low-income students are unable to work out how to finance payment for the college where they have been accepted and want to attend. Unable to find an affordable way to matriculate at their desired college, these students are forced to reopen the previously-completed process of deciding whether and where to go to college. In repeating the college application and college decision steps, students typically decide either to attend the local community college or not to matriculate anywhere. Whatever the outcome of repeating the college decision process, summer time spent in this way takes away from time spent on other preparation tasks.

All Summer College Connect participants completed informational and logistical tasks that were largely or solely the responsibility of the student rather than a parent. Postsecondary paperwork and related bureaucratic procedures were new and frequently incomprehensible to these 18-year-olds and their families. In fact, advisors found that students and parents often missed crucial requirements and deadlines when colleges switched from paper-based communication to sending bills and other information electronically. Even the very few low-income students with full financial aid needed to complete the cluster of logistical
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college preparation tasks and paperwork. In contrast, families who are college-educated, savvy, and technologically connected typically assist students with logistical issues or take responsibility for these tasks themselves. Such students are heavily supported or freed entirely from this set of challenging tasks (McDonough, 1997; Wartman & Savage, 2008).

Information barriers hinder students who are at the stage of dealing with logistical issues. Typically, students encounter a block in a college or financial procedure or discover something in their paperwork that brings their plan into question. For instance, the student and her mother who did not understand the term “trimester” on the bill misunderstood what a full year of college would actually cost. Like this Summer College Connect participant, students who were tripped up by informational barriers were sometimes forced to return to the task of trying to pay for college and many wound up reconsidering the whole idea of college.

Anticipatory socialization issues generally occupy the pre-college summer of high school graduates from higher income, college-educated families. In fact, most higher income students enter directly into the level of anticipatory socialization where they spend their summer rehearsing and preparing for being a college student and campus community member (McDonough, 1997). Such preparation is likely to affect the smoothness of the transition into college and, arguably, college persistence (Attinasi, 1989; Merton, 1968). As described, very few of the low-income study participants were able to spend the summer prioritizing their consideration of residential options, choosing courses, finding and using campus resources, connecting with future classmates on social media, addressing academic weaknesses, and generally anticipating what it will be like to be a college student. Students can fall from even this top level of Figure 2 when, for instance, they are unable to afford books, encounter racism during orientation, or face uncertainty about how to acquire a work-study job. All of these circumstances affected students in the qualitative study.

In sum, pre-college summer intervention with low-income students appropriately includes assistance with interrelated clusters of financial, logistical, and socialization tasks. Low-income students frequently encounter financial and logistical barriers related to socioeconomic status. When these barriers require students to revisit basic decisions about where and whether to attend college, they contribute to summer melt. Even low-income students who enter college in the fall after high school graduation are likely to find that the lack of pre-college socialization opportunities positions them poorly for an optimal transition into higher education.

Discussion: A Tangled System

An ecological view of summer melt among low-income and first-generation college students reveals the advantages of an interactive systems theory for understanding the problem. Within the summer period,
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each student is part of a complex ecology that combines that individual’s interconnected settings and relationships. These direct experiences, in turn, are influenced by organizational and policy levels of the environment in which students are not physically present. The interaction of issues in the summer is affected by individual motivation and capabilities, which themselves fluctuate with changing tasks and signals from the environment.

Summer melt arises from a tangled web of interacting educational and financial institutional practices, academic background, family relationships, and peer and community experiences. College financing tasks, for instance, are intertwined with institutional calendars, family and peer issues, college knowledge, cultural and community norms, and academic history. The role of timing is clearly important in understanding why significant numbers of low-income students fail to matriculate at the colleges where they have been accepted or intend to enroll. With rare exceptions, no high school, college, or college preparatory program takes responsibility for maintaining the alignment of aspirations, expectations, and enrollment tasks over the summer. Few low-income parents can take over the tasks of financing higher education and completing paperwork for their children. As a uAspire advisor said: “The summer is kind of no man’s land, no one else is doing this work because the high schools are done with the students and the colleges, even though they might be reaching out, they’re not doing so in a way that really gets to our population of students.” Policy accountability levers are weak or absent in the post-high school summer: most high schools can count their students as college-bound graduates, and colleges do not have to count a non-matriculated student in retention statistics. The organizational decoupling of K-12 and higher education (Venezia & Kirst, 2005), and the disincentives for either high schools or colleges to provide summer support are exosystem factors that may thus contribute to high levels of melt.

The words of a uAspire staff person aptly capture the “broader, tangled system” that belies the American dream for her students:

They’re doing what they can with what they have to better themselves, and still, the odds are stacked so high against them. And when you see that it’s part of a broader, tangled system, it’s very frustrating…. They did everything we asked them to do. And they’re willing to twist themselves into any shape to try to fit that mold. And you know, there’s just not an affordable path.

Viewing summer melt as an ecological problem shows how social and educational inequalities that emerge from connected social contexts appear on the ground and are worked out by different individuals. It also offers a guide for organizations, policymakers, and researchers who wish to understand how and when to intervene effectively to boost college entrance and
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persistence among college-intending low-income students.

Ecology theory emphasizes the importance of coordinating efforts and reducing incongruence across student and institutional contexts that collectively determine college readiness. Efforts to improve college access require appropriately timed supports that enable students to access financial resources and to understand and complete complex bureaucratic tasks. This assistance can be delivered in the summer by high schools or college access programs that continue to deliver services to recent graduates, or by colleges that begin working with admitted, pre-matriculated students.

Comprehensive recommendations for practice are detailed in Castleman and Page (2014b). Best practices for high schools include the collection of exit survey information about students’ admission status and enrollment intentions. High schools also need to obtain National Student Clearinghouse fall enrollment data to determine the extent of summer melt. Depending on their level of resources, schools and school districts can provide various types of assistance for graduating students. At a minimum, schools can produce worksheets for summer pre-enrollment tasks that are personalized for a student’s intended college. Costlier, more intensive interventions include proactive summer outreach to college-intending students offering assistance in completing college financing and informational tasks. This outreach can be delivered by high school or access program counselors, by digital text message, or both, and evidence indicates that being proactive with students is critical to connecting them to the summer support from which they can benefit.

Castleman and Page (2013b) detail the content and costs of various summer melt interventions and call for action by colleges in the form of active outreach to admitted students who have indicated their intention to matriculate. Such outreach could be carried out by college admission officers, first-year transition program staff or currently enrolled students who are alumni of the incoming students’ high schools.

Stemming summer melt also requires systemic changes such as financial aid reform or government or accreditation requirements that would hold colleges and universities accountable for their rate of summer melt. Major expansion of summer bridge programs would be another useful systems-level change. On a smaller scale, colleges could incorporate more personalized communications technologies to more effectively reach out to students who have not completed important summer tasks, like logging in to their online portal or registering for orientation.

Regardless of which entities deliver summer melt interventions, research on related student outcomes and costs should be conducted. Like the studies reported here, randomized controlled trials with a qualitative component are the best way to
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assess the impact of a particular intervention. New research should vary the timing and duration of interventions, ideally beginning before the senior year of high school and following students into college. A large-scale national study of this type is currently beginning with funding from the U.S. Department of Education Institute of Education Sciences (http://ies.ed.gov/funding/grantsearch/details.asp?ID=1560).

Whether originating from a high school, a college access program, or a college, intervening in and increasing college access will only be successful when programs and policies act upon the entire ecology. Importantly, the supports that students need to actualize the offer of college admission might have limited relevance to increasing their capacity to succeed academically once enrolled (Conley, 2010; Perna, 2005). Reducing the summer barriers to matriculation would enable college-accepted, low-income students to spend the months after high school graduation preparing for the academic and social aspects of being a college student. A summer spent remediating academic weakness, connecting with future classmates, considering classes and majors, and anticipating the college experience is arguably better aligned with the conditions for maximizing students’ progress toward their ultimate goal: attaining a college degree that opens the door to upward social mobility.
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The Importance and Implementation of Eight Components of College and Career Readiness Counseling in School Counselor Education Programs

ABSTRACT

School counselor education program administrators (N = 131) responded to an online questionnaire where the importance and extent of implementation of The College Board’s National Office of School Counselor Advocacy (NOSCA) Eight Components of College and Career Readiness in their school counselor education program were assessed. The mean importance of the components was rated between ‘moderately important’ and ‘very important’ by participants, and the components were ‘usually’ implemented in the curriculum of their programs. Implications of this study include the need for increased attention in graduate-level school counselor training programs on equity-focused college and career readiness counseling and knowledge of current national initiatives.

School counselors must be prepared to develop the academic, college/career, and personal/emotional domains of every child. The American School Counselor Association (ASCA) defines a school counselor’s role as one of leadership, advocacy, collaboration, and systemic change agent (ASCA, 2012). As such, school counselors are positioned to identify the needs of students, focus on their future goals and aspirations, and assist in the educational preparation required to fulfill those goals (Hines, Lemons, & Crews, 2011). With 24 states mandating K–12 school counseling programs, six states mandating programs in grades 9–12, and even fewer advocating for local districts to adhere to the ASCA recommended 250:1 student-to-counselor ratio (ASCA, 2013), it is increasingly more difficult for districts to effectively support a comprehensive developmental model. However, there is evidence that positive academic achievement outcomes exist in students graduating from K-12 schools that have a fully implemented ASCA National Model program (Wilkerson, Pérusse & Hughes, 2013), and that adding just one more school counselor to a high school increases college enrollment by 10% (Hurwitz & Howell, 2013).

As of 2014, 43 states had adopted the Common Core State Standards in an effort to dramatically change the way all students are equipped with the academic skills necessary for successful post-secondary training and education (Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2014; National Governors Association Center for Best Practices, 2010). However, beyond core academics, it is widely recognized and accepted that students need learning and innovation skills, information, media and technology skills, and life and career skills to compete in the 21st century (Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2009).
Eight Components of College and Career Readiness

Fifty years ago in the United States, the goal for education included attaining one’s high school diploma as a necessity to enter the workforce as “career ready” (Tyler, 1974). However, there is a growing need for advanced training beyond high school to compete in our global economy (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2012; U.S. Department of Education, 2010). In *The Condition of College and Career Readiness*, American College Testing (ACT, 2013) reported that only 26% of students taking the ACT met the benchmarks for all four subject areas (including math, reading, writing, and science). Within this total number of students who have met the readiness benchmark for all four areas, widespread disparities existed by race/ethnicity. Forty-three percent of Asian American students met all four benchmarks, compared to 33% White American, 14% American Indian, 10% Hispanic, and 5% African American students (ACT, 2013). In comparison, 43% of students met the benchmark for The College Board’s SAT in the three areas of critical reading, math and writing in 2013 (College Board, 2013). These statistics equate to large percentages of students needing to take some form of remedial coursework in their first year of college.

Despite the challenges and limitations facing school counselors, research continues to reveal the vital role they play in developing equitable student college and career readiness skills. Leaders at The College Board have undertaken several large-scale reviews and recently completed a national survey regarding school counselors. Their “School Counselor Landscape and Literature Review” highlights the gap in labor market skills, including an “estimated need of 97 million middle and highly skilled workers in American businesses, yet only 45 million Americans currently possess the necessary education and skills to qualify for these positions” (College Board, 2011, p. 1). In their report entitled, “Poised to Lead,” Hines, Lemons, and Crews (2011) asserted that school counselors are in a position to identify the barriers to college and career readiness skills within the context of their schools, and advocate strongly for change. The authors linked three critical factors that must be addressed to support school counselors in promoting systemic change in the area of college and career readiness. These factors included: pre-service training programs with college and career readiness counseling preparation; appropriate hiring, supervision and evaluation practices by administrators; and closing the disparity between counselor ideal and reality roles. (College Board, 2011; Lapan & Harrington, n.d.; Pérusse & Goodnough, 2001). Because it is essential that professional school counselors carry out the work of equity-based college and career readiness, this study focused on how master’s level school counseling students are prepared to offer services to K-12 students that include The College Board’s National Office for School Counselor Advocacy (NOSCA) Eight Components of College and Career Readiness.
School Counselor Preparation
Students who enter a graduate school program preparing professional school counselors find variation in the number of required credits, courses offered, fieldwork experiences, and faculty experience (Pérusse & Goodnough, 2001). Many programs do not yet offer a college admissions course for school counselors, much less one that is equity-based (The College Board, 2010). Curriculum and coursework may also vary among programs and differ based on whether they are accredited. For example, there were 224 master’s level programs accredited by The Council for Accreditation of Counseling and Related Educational Programs in 2013 (CACREP, 2014). The CACREP (2009) Standards provide a uniform framework for counselor educators to prepare their students. All CACREP-accredited counselor preparation programs must be at least 48 hours and include coursework that addresses the following topics: 1. Professional orientation and ethical practice; 2. Social and cultural diversity; 3. Human growth and development; 4. Career development; 5. Helping relationships; 6. Group work; 7. Assessment; and 8. Research and program evaluation. A supervised 100-hour practicum and 600-hour internship experience is also required by CACREP Standards (CACREP, 2009). The CACREP Board is in the process of revising their standards for 2016. In the most recent published draft of the 2016 standards (CACREP, 2013), provisions for promoting equity-based college and career readiness are evident.

According to Conley (2011), college readiness is defined “as the level of preparation a student needs to enroll and succeed in a credit-bearing general education course at a post-secondary institution, without remediation” (p. 1). This preparation includes the knowledge, skills, and behaviors necessary to successfully complete a college course, and be able to move on to the next course level in the subject area (Conley, 2011). To assimilate the skills needed for college and career readiness, NOSCA identified eight components of college and career readiness counseling for students in grades K-12. These include:

- **College aspirations**: building a college-going culture based on early college awareness by nurturing in students the confidence to aspire to college and the resilience to overcome challenges along the way. Maintain high expectations by providing adequate supports, building social capital and conveying the conviction that all students can succeed in college;
- **Academic planning for college and career readiness**: to advance students’ planning, preparation, participation and performance in a rigorous academic program that connects to their college and
career aspirations and goals;
Enrichment and extracurricular engagement: ensuring equitable exposure to a wide range of extracurricular and enrichment opportunities that build leadership, nurture talents and interests, and increase engagement with school;

College and career exploration and selection process: to provide early and ongoing exposure to experiences and information necessary to make informed decisions when selecting a college or career that connects to academic preparation and future aspirations;

College and career assessments: to promote preparation, participation and performance in college and career assessments by all students;

College affordability planning: providing students and families with comprehensive information about college costs, options for paying for college, and the financial aid and scholarship processes and eligibility requirements, so they are able to plan for and afford a college education;

College and career admission process: to ensure that students and families have an early and ongoing understanding of the college and career application and admission processes so they can find the postsecondary options that are the best fit with their aspirations and interests.

Transition from high school graduation to college enrollment: connecting students to school and community resources to help the students overcome barriers and ensure the successful transition from high school to college (College Board, 2010, p. 3).

This research study was designed to address the question of what school counselor educators throughout the country perceive to be important and what they are teaching their students in relation to The College Board’s NOSCA Eight Components of College and Career Readiness Counseling.

Method

Procedures
Entry-level school counselor preparation programs were identified using several sources (e.g., CACREP and ASCA directories, and state-level school counseling association websites). Three hundred and twenty two programs were identified. An email message was sent to the department chair or school counseling program coordinator of each identified program containing a link to the online survey. The survey was initially distributed at the end of the Spring semester of 2010, and a reminder was sent early in the Fall semester.

Participants
A total of 131 submissions were received from the online survey, for a return rate of 41%. 
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...
The initial request to complete the survey yielded 71 submissions (22% of all potential respondents), while the second request yielded an additional 60 submissions (19%). Given the amount of time that elapsed between the initial survey request and the reminder, the data were sorted by program characteristics unlikely to change in the relatively short amount of time between participation requests (number of credits, specializations offered, and CACREP approval) and examined to identify duplicates. Five duplicate entries were identified, leaving 126 usable surveys and an effective response rate of 39%. Of those 126 participants, 72 (57%) identified their program as CACREP accredited.

**Instrument**

The online survey consisted of four parts. The first three parts assessed program characteristics such as the number of credits, screening methods, faculty experiences, and course requirements and were provided to assess changes over time since Pérusse, Goodnough, and Noël (2001) reported on them. The fourth part of the online survey is the focus of the present study, and consisted of an instrument designed to assess the perceived importance and extent to which respondents incorporated the NOSCA Eight Components into their school counseling program curriculum. External validity was achieved by working directly with the NOSCA staff at The College Board to create the survey instrument (V. Lee, personal communication, 2012). Respondents were asked to rate the perceived importance and extent to which each of the 11 concepts (see Table 1) were currently taught in their master’s level school counseling program, yielding a total of 22 items. All items used to assess the NOSCA Eight Components are presented in Table 1 on page 34. The perceived importance of the items was obtained by asking participants “How IMPORTANT do you believe each item below is, in terms of the preparation of Master's level School Counselors?” Responses to each item were provided using a 4 point scale where 0=unimportant, 1=somewhat important, 2=moderately important, and 3=very important. The extent of implementation was obtained by asking participants to “please indicate to what extent these concepts are taught to your Master’s level School Counseling students.” Responses to each item were provided on a 4 point scale where 0=never, 1=sometimes, 2=usually, and 3=always. The internal consistency estimates were .89 for the 11 perceived importance items and .90 for the 11 extent of implementation items.

**Results**

To assess the perceived importance and the extent of implementation of the eleven NOSCA items, descriptive statistics were calculated and are presented in Table 1 (see page 39). The mean importance ratings indicated that participants viewed each of the items to be between ‘moderately important’
### Table 1.

**Perceived importance and extent of implementation ratings for the 11 items assessing the NOSCA eight components of college readiness counseling**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOSCA Component</th>
<th>Item stem</th>
<th>Importance M(SD) N=121</th>
<th>Extent of Implementation M(SD) N=120</th>
<th>r*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Build an equity-focused culture of college readiness counseling</td>
<td>2.56(.67)</td>
<td>2.28(.72)</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Advance the academic rigor necessary for equitable educational outcomes which connect to student career aspirations and/or future options</td>
<td>2.54(.67)</td>
<td>2.31(.70)</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Understand the importance of a wide range of extracurricular opportunities within the school and community to increase students’ connectedness to school</td>
<td>2.41(.69)</td>
<td>2.08(.79)</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Use college admissions assessments (SAT, PSAT, etc.) appropriately to enhance students’ college and career readiness</td>
<td>2.13(.84)</td>
<td>2.06(.82)</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Encourage the highest possible career aspirations in students</td>
<td>2.77(.50)</td>
<td>2.56(.63)</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,4</td>
<td>Engage students and their families in completing college application and admissions requirements</td>
<td>2.46(.66)</td>
<td>2.10(.85)</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Help families plan for the financial costs of higher education, beginning in the elementary grades and continuing K-12</td>
<td>2.22(.82)</td>
<td>1.79(.92)</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Ensure successful transitions from high school to college</td>
<td>2.58(.68)</td>
<td>2.40(.74)</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Create a K-12 college-going culture within their schools</td>
<td>2.37(.78)</td>
<td>2.18(.83)</td>
<td>.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Appreciate educational equity, especially in relation to the college opportunity gap</td>
<td>2.67(.55)</td>
<td>2.43(.71)</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Be knowledgeable of national initiatives, such as “Race to the Top.”</td>
<td>2.39(.77)</td>
<td>2.03(.80)</td>
<td>.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*all correlations significant at \( p < .001 \)
and ‘very important.’ The item perceived to be most important was “encourage the highest possible career aspirations in students.” This item was rated ‘very important’ by 76.2% of the respondents, nearly a full standard deviation higher than the lowest-rated item “use college admissions assessments (SAT, PSAT, etc.) appropriately to enhance students’ college and career readiness,” which was rated ‘very important’ by 37.3% of the sample. The items “appreciate educational equity, especially in relation to the college opportunity gap” (rated ‘very important’ by 67.5% of sample) and “ensure successful transitions from high school to college” (rated ‘very important’ by 64.3% of sample) were the next most highly rated by participants, while the item “help families plan for the financial costs of higher education, beginning in the elementary grades and continuing K-12,” which was ‘always’ implemented in the curriculum by 23.8% of respondents. The items “appreciate educational equity, especially in relation to the college opportunity gap” and “ensure successful transitions from high school to college” were the next most highly rated by participants, both of which were ‘always’ implemented by 50.8% of the sample. The items “be knowledgeable of national initiatives, such as ‘Race to the Top’” and “use college admissions assessments (SAT, PSAT, etc.) appropriately to enhance students’ college and career readiness” were the next lowest rated, and were ‘always’ implemented by 27.8% and 30.2% of the sample, respectively.

To assess the degree to which school counselor education program administrators’ ratings of the importance of the NOSCA Eight Components of College Readiness Counseling were related to inclusion in their program’s curriculum, Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were calculated between the importance and extent of implementation rating for each of the 11 items. The correlation coefficients, presented
Discussion

The results of this study reveal that, in general, school counselor educators agree that there is indeed some importance and relevance to preparing future school counselors to practice equity-based college and career readiness counseling. The moderate correlations observed between the perceived importance and extent of implementation ratings suggest that some counselor educators may have a sense of the NOSCA Eight Components as a menu from which to select school counseling program content in relation to equity-based college and career readiness counseling and are implementing the Eight Components in somewhat of a piece-meal fashion according to their own beliefs as to what is “most important” and may not be regarded by some as a comprehensive whole. However, the NOSCA Eight Components of College and Career Readiness were created to guide school counselors while implementing college and career readiness programming in K-12 schools. It is considered a systemic approach for school counselors to “build aspirations and social capital, offer enriching activities, foster rigorous academic preparation, encourage early college planning, and guide students and families through the college admission and financial aid process” (College Board, 2010, p. 2). According to NOSCA, in order for successful implementation in K-12 schools to occur, school counselor educators need to stress to their students the importance of each of the NOSCA Eight Components to ensure that school counseling students implement all the components into their school counseling curriculum.

Reform efforts

At the heart of the re-authorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 2011, is “graduating every student college and career ready” (U. S. Department of Education, 2011, p. A-1). Current education reform efforts have been aimed at reducing the achievement gap that exists between ethnic minority and low-income students, compared to their non-minority and high-income peers (No Child Left Behind [NCLB], 2002; Improving Head Start for School Readiness, 2007). School counselor preparation programs participating in this study place an overall moderately important rating to items related to equity and college readiness counseling, yet implementation of each is consistently rated lower. 
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in Table 1, ranged from .42 to .63 ($M = .54$, $SD = .06$) and indicated that the relationship between perceived importance and implementation is moderately strong. The strongest relationship exists between the importance and implementation ratings of the item “be knowledgeable of national initiatives, such as ‘Race to the Top’” ($r = .63$, while the weakest observed relationship exists between the importance and implementation ratings of the item “understand the importance of a wide range of extracurricular opportunities within the school and community to increase students’ connectedness to school” ($r = .42$).
Race to the Top is an essential component of current education reform. Government funding is awarded to states which identify innovative strategies to improve college and career readiness, particularly in the lowest performing schools (U. S. Department of Education, 2014). Results indicated moderate importance in the area of being knowledgeable of national initiatives, such as “Race to the Top,” and to a slightly lesser extent, the implementation of this in respondents’ programs. This finding runs counter to the emphasis placed on college and career readiness in the literature (ACT, 2013; College Board, 2013; College Board, 2011; Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2014; Conley, 2011; Education Trust, 2009; Hines, Lemons, & Crew, 2011; Hurwitz & Howell, 2013; Lapan & Harrington, n.d.; National Governors Association Center for Best Practices, 2010; Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2009; Pérusse & Goodnough, 2001). A strong relationship \((r = .63)\) exists between level of importance and extent of implementation for this item, suggesting that as school counselor education program administrators perceive this topic to be of less importance and are less likely to implement this as a core component of their curriculum.

Our findings indicate that school counseling program administrators view the process of financing postsecondary education as less important than most other aspects of college and career readiness counseling. Concomitantly, opportunities for future school counselors to acquire knowledge and skill in financing postsecondary education occur less frequently than any other component of college and career readiness. The relative lack of importance or inclusion in the graduate-level school counseling curriculum may translate into undesirable school counseling practice, as McDonough and Calderone (2006) found most of the 63 counselors from urban high schools they interviewed “did very little beyond providing basic information” (p. 1710) in preparing students and families to finance postsecondary education. As highlighted by Poynton, Lapan & Marcotte (in press), financial planning can usefully be viewed as a barrier to career development – a barrier that affects both the setting and implementation of career choice goals. Given the high ratings school counseling program administrators in this study assigned to both the importance and implementation of encouraging the highest possible aspirations in students, approaching the task of providing high quality financial planning assistance can be bolstered by explicitly acknowledging the relationship between financial planning and achieving the highest possible postsecondary aspirations.

Limitations
Several limitations inherent to this study should be kept in mind while interpreting the findings. Although the survey was intended for the “school counseling coordinator” representing each program, the views of this
person may not reflect the views of other program faculty. A self-selection bias may also be present in our results; those who took the time to respond to our survey may be different in their views of the NOSCA Eight Components than those who did not. While our measurement of the NOSCA Eight Components has face validity and satisfactory internal consistency, concurrent validity has not established.

**Future research**
Future research assessing the importance of and extent to which equity-focused college and career readiness knowledge and skills are provided to future school counselors should consider providing surveys to multiple faculty from each institution and other methods for acquiring this type of information, such as syllabi review and surveys of school counseling graduate students. Future longitudinal research assessing the extent to which acquiring equity-focused knowledge and skill (e.g., knowledge of various financial aid forms, ability to identify achievement and opportunity gaps) affects school counseling practice and student outcomes is also needed. Since counselor educators rated elements of the NOSCA Eight Components as moderately important, further research is needed to understand the source of their knowledge and beliefs (e.g., assessing whether beliefs were informed by the NOSCA Eight Components themselves or from other related knowledge and beliefs such as social justice advocacy).

**Conclusion**
Equity-based college and career readiness has recently become elevated to the public agenda. In June, 2014, First Lady Michelle Obama presented her “Reach Higher” initiative to an audience at the American School Counselor Association conference (Obama, 2014a). In July 2014, national leaders in school counseling and college advising were convened to discuss ways to prepare school counselors to help all students realize their post-secondary plans (Obama, 2014b). In November 2014, the efforts to create systemic change in the area of college opportunity were furthered through a White House convening at San Diego State University. Outcomes of this convening included formalized strategic action plans between universities, professional school counselors, and community partnerships (Center for Excellence in School Counseling and Leadership, 2014).

The Reach Higher (2014) initiative lists four specific foci to help all students understand what they need to finish their education: exposing students to college and career opportunities, understanding financial aid, encouraging academic planning and summer learning opportunities, and supporting high school counselors. The first three foci are student-centered and highlight specific activities to which school counselors can positively contribute, while the final focus is counselor-centered. School counselors have not garnered such national attention since the...
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National Defense Education Act [NDEA] of 1958 (NDEA, 1959). ASCA has updated their standards to focus more explicitly on college and career readiness through the creation of the recently-released Mindsets & Behaviors for Student Success: K-12 College-and Career-Readiness Standards for Every Student (ASCA, 2014). The need for school counselors to be prepared to assist all students with their post-secondary plans has garnered national attention, and is the start of an important chapter in the history of the school counseling profession.
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Increasing Access to Postsecondary Education for Students with Intellectual Disabilities

ABSTRACT
Students with intellectual disabilities (ID) are increasingly seeking postsecondary education (PSE) opportunities. High school to college transition presents its challenges for all students, and school counselors are uniquely positioned to assist students with ID throughout the PSE process. This article provides a review of the literature on PSE and specifically explores the different types of PSE programming available and strategies high school counselors can employ to effectively assist students with ID in PSE planning.

When preparing students for college and career readiness, traditionally educators have focused on mainstream students, leaving out students with moderate to severe disabilities, including intellectual disabilities (ID) (Kleinert, Jones, Sheppard-Jones, Harp, & Harrison, 2012). According to the American Association on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (AAIDD) and the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-5), intellectual disability (ID) includes limitations in intellectual functioning and social/adaptive behavior (American Psychiatric Association, 2013; Schalock et al., 2010). Educators have held misconceptions about promoting college access among students with ID, and may believe that encouraging students with ID to pursue postsecondary education (PSE) is tantamount to setting them up for failure (Cook, Hayden, & Wilczenski, 2014). These misconceptions may be fueled in part by educators’ focus on disability and weaknesses rather than abilities, strengths, and learning variabilities. Increasing access to PSE for students with ID is a shared responsibility, involving collaboration across a variety of service providers, including schools and agencies, and reaching out to families and community members (Mock & Love, 2012). High school counselors are integral to promoting these collaborations in addition to providing counseling and advocacy support to students with disabilities, including ID (Milsom, 2007).

In an effort to increase higher education accessibility among students with disabilities, including ID, federal funding under the Higher Education Opportunity Act (HEOA, 2008) has resulted in the development and expansion of transition and PSE programs across the U.S. (Folk, Yamamoto, & Stodden, 2012). There are currently over 200 PSE programs for students with ID (Cook et al., 2014), and there is an easily-accessible online database describing these programs through Think College, a national organization dedicated to increasing inclusive options of higher education for individuals with ID.
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(thinkcollege.net). Despite the significant improvement and expansion in PSE opportunities for students with ID, transition planning and college readiness preparation are typically not adequately executed, resulting in this student population being ill-prepared for such opportunities (Folk et al., 2012; Griffin, McMillan, & Hodapp, 2010).

PSE, including college attendance, for students with ID is associated with improved access to employment and higher paying jobs (Migliore, Butterworth, & Hart, 2009). Employment outcomes are poor for youth with ID, and have resulted in high rates of poverty for this population as a whole, but minority youth with ID in particular (Baer, Daviso III, Flexer, Queen, & Meindl, 2011; Mock & Love, 2012). More specifically, in conducting high school exit and one-year follow up interviews with students with ID, Baer et al. (2011) found that participation in inclusive education during high school almost doubled the chances of engaging in PSE. However, African American students with ID were more likely to encounter negative employment outcomes. This latter finding was attributed to potential concerns of losing disability benefits and difficulty obtaining jobs in local neighborhoods. These outcomes emphasize the need to increase access to PSE opportunities among students with ID, while paying close attention to cultural differences and potential additional barriers that could manifest for individual students. Through building partnerships and collaborative relationships with parents/families, community organizations, and higher education services, high school counselors can connect students with ID to the necessary supports and programs to be successful in navigating the postsecondary transition process. These services may include, but are not limited to, state vocational rehabilitation agencies, job coaches, career services, and disability services. Through these partnerships, counselors can promote and assist with facilitating greater opportunities for inclusion, given the relationship to improved outcomes for PSE (Baer et al., 2011).

High school counselors hold a central role in implementing equitable educational practices for students (American School Counselor Association [ASCA], 2012; Holcomb-McCoy, 2007). The ASCA position statement on students with disabilities describes the need for school counselors to assist all students in reaching academic goals regardless of ability, and outlines school counselors’ role in serving students with disabilities through implementation of a comprehensive school counseling program (ASCA, 2013). Additionally, researchers have identified school counselors as being integral members of school support teams that assist students with disabilities (e.g., Fier & Brzezinski, 2010; Gillis, 2006).

In an effort to improve PSE and employment outcomes, coordinated efforts are needed to increase access to PSE opportunities and to effectively prepare students with ID to be college and career ready. High school
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counselors are trained to assist students to be successful in the areas of academics, social/emotional functioning, and college/career readiness (ASCA, 2012). Their expertise can be utilized to support students and families throughout the postsecondary transition process. To that end, we provide a review of the literature describing the college and career readiness interventions that have helped to prepare students with ID to successfully navigate the PSE process, including the role of high school counselors and recommendations for practice and professional development.

Promoting College and Career Readiness for Students with ID

Developing the skills needed to enhance college and career readiness for students with ID involves understanding the potential needs, strengths, and challenges of this student population in high school and beyond. This involves being aware of diagnostic criteria concerning ID. However, albeit diagnoses should be interpreted with caution and should not be used to preclude students from accessing PSE opportunities, nor should they be utilized as a sole criteria for determining access to PSE. The American Association on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (AAIDD) has defined intellectual disability as “significant limitations both in intellectual functioning and in adaptive behavior as expressed in conceptual, social, and practical adaptive skills” (Schalock et al., 2010, p. 1). Additionally, the onset of significant impairment of intellectual functioning and adaptive behavior occurs before the age of 18 (AAIDD, 2013). Adaptive behavior can be measured through assessment of conceptual skills, social skills, and practice skills, including activities of daily living and occupational skills (AAIDD, 2013), and intellectual functioning can be measured through an IQ test (AAIDD, 2013). An IQ score of 70-75 (or lower) combined with significant need for support in adaptive behavior would meet the criteria for diagnosis of ID (AAIDD, 2013). While the diagnostic criteria emphasizes limitations, it is important to recognize that individuals with ID have significant strengths upon which counselors and educators can build throughout the postsecondary transition process (Kleinert et al., 2012; Shogren, Wehmeyer, Palmer, Rifenbark, & Little, 2013; Wehmeyer, Lawrence, Garner, Soukup, & Palmer, 2004).

In focusing on strengths, Wehmeyer et al. (2007) emphasized the importance of developing students’ self-determination, which include skills involving self-advocacy, self-awareness, problem solving, goal setting, and decision-making. Level of self-determination has been associated with positive post-school outcomes, academic success, and community engagement (Landmark, Ju, & Zhang, 2010; Shogren et al., 2013). These findings suggest the importance of developing and enhancing self-determination during the postsecondary transition process (Wehmeyer et al., 2007). Many PSE programs for students with ID promote the acquisition of self-determination.
The Self-Determined Learning Model of Instruction (SDLMI) is an evidence-based curriculum that focuses on goal attainment through engaging in self-directed activities (Wehmeyer, Palmer, Agran, Mithaug, & Martin, 2000). Thus, throughout the postsecondary transition process that occurs during high school, counselors can assist students with ID by reinforcing the self-determination skills learned in the classroom and beyond. Students with ID can be encouraged to explore the different PSE options available in a manner that promotes continued development of self-determination skills.

PSE Programming Opportunities

There are a variety of PSE and service delivery options available to students with ID. According to data maintained by Think College (thinkcollege.net), there are currently over 200 PSE programs housed at colleges and universities throughout the U.S. In general, these PSE programs offer students with ID various opportunities at the college level, including enrolling in college classes (for credit or not for credit) and engaging in college-based activities, such as intramural sports, student clubs and other extracurricular activities, and some also provide housing on campus (Hart & Grigal, 2010). While these are some of the general types of offerings, PSE programs can significantly differ in structure based on the level of inclusion. Researchers have identified three different types of PSE programs: substantially separate, mixed/hybrid, and inclusive individual support (Hart & Grigal, 2010; Neubert & Moon, 2006). Counselors can access a plethora of information about PSE opportunities through Think College.

Substantially separate programs.

Colleges and postsecondary institutions that run programs following a substantially separate model offer distinct course work and activities for students with ID, and thus there is often little connection with mainstream college students (Hart & Grigal, 2010). The coursework provided is designed to address the various learning needs of students with ID, including teaching life skills (Hart & Grigal, 2010; Hart, Grigal, Sax, Martinez, & Will, 2006). Upon completion of a substantially separate program, students would typically receive a certificate of completion but not a degree. Some examples of PSE programs following a substantially separate model include higher education institutions that have partnerships with local school districts to provide job readiness skills, independent living skills, socialization skills, and other skills as identified in the student’s Individualized Educational Plan (IEP). In some cases, PSE programs following a substantially separate model may allow students with ID to participate in other activities with mainstream students, such as exercising at the gym, eating at the student cafeteria, and engaging in college mentorship programs (Hart & Grigal, 2010).
Mixed/hybrid programs.
While participation in coursework and campus activities within programs following the substantially separate model are primarily exclusive to students with ID, the mixed/hybrid model offers greater opportunities for students with ID to be involved in campus activities with mainstream college students (Hart & Grigal, 2010). In these mixed/hybrid programs, students with ID typically complete specific coursework on life skill development, such as building financial literacy and independent living skills, and they often have opportunities to engage in internships and job training while attending some college courses alongside traditional college students (Casale-Giannola & Kamens, 2006). While mixed/hybrid programs are often two-year programs, they vary in length and offerings, and tend to offer more opportunities for inclusion, both in coursework and campus activities, than programs following a substantially separate model (Hart & Grigal, 2010).

Inclusive individual support programs.
The focus of inclusive individual support models is to engage students with ID through inclusive practices (Hart & Grigal, 2010). That is, students participate in all aspects of the campus community, similar to mainstream college students, with additional counseling and instructional supports (Folk, Yamamoto, & Stodden, 2012). For example, such programs often provide education coaches to work individually and in small groups to assist students in reaching educational and career goals (Hart & Grigal, 2010). There are opportunities to engage in inclusive higher education programs while working toward high school completion. Such dual enrollment programs allow students with ID to gain exposure to a college setting through inclusive programming, and they typically receive coordinated transition assistance through services provided at both the college and high school. Once high school is complete, students with ID in these dual enrollment programs may continue to participate in college-related experiences similar to mainstream students. These experiences include, for example, engaging in student orientation, completing placement tests, and meeting with academic advisors (Hart & Grigal, 2010). They also have the opportunity to complete project-sponsored workshops, which provide development and training in employability skills, study skills, money management, and other life skills.

Other supports in higher education.
Colleges and universities have a wide range of supports to offer students with ID. In a study of 149 PSE programs serving students with ID, Grigal, Hart, and Weir (2012) found that half of the institutions surveyed provided students with ID advising services in the same manner as all other students on campus, and slightly more than half received services from the institution’s disability services office. A key requirement in accessing the services of a Disability Services Office (DSO) on a college campus is self-disclosure; if a student does not self-disclose a documented disability, no
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Services or accommodations can be provided by the DSO. In a longitudinal study with more than 4,800 participants, Newman et al. (2011) found that 63% of the participants identified in high school to have a disability did not consider themselves to have a disability while attending PSE. An additional 9% considered themselves to have a disability but chose not to disclose this to the DSO. This finding suggests that school counselors should direct students with ID to the PSE’s DSO and help them practice talking about their disability while in high school. Furthermore, the various PSE options can be explored with students and families as part of the transition planning process. As part of this process, high school counselors can collaborate with key professionals within the high school, community, and from higher education institutions to ensure supports are in place to assist students with ID in making the transition from high school to post-school options.

**Direct Services**

The ASCA National Model (ASCA, 2012) charges school counselors with providing direct services (i.e., in-person interactions) to all students through delivering a school counseling core curriculum, providing individual student planning, and delivering responsive services designed to meet students’ immediate concerns. High school counselors can offer their expertise in providing targeted interventions to support students with ID in becoming college and career ready. Youth with disabilities, including ID, are increasingly likely to take rigorous academic courses in school, including college-preparatory courses (Wagner, Newman, & Cameto, 2004). Furthermore, Cameto, Levine, and Wagner (2004) found that PSE is an important post-high school goal for over 80% percent of secondary school students who have transition plans, which could include students with ID. High school counselors can help students explore what courses best match their abilities and goals while working with teachers to ensure that students with ID have the academic support systems in place to help them succeed with a rigorous course load. In other words, high school counselors are encouraged to differentiate their outreach and intervention approaches with students to improve PSE and employment outcomes. Differentiated instruction is particularly important considering that students with ID from lower SES and minority backgrounds have reported less involvement in career and educational planning activities and employ fewer self-determination strategies compared to regular education peers (Washington, Hughes, & Cosgriff, 2012).

In relation to providing direct services through individual student planning, high school counselors can assist students with ID during the postsecondary planning process by providing information about entrance requirements for various vocational education programs and about available jobs that might meet students’ needs and skills (Levinson, 1986). Given the access school counselors
have to occupational and career-related awareness information, they can support students with ID by providing them with the relevant information needed to explore and determine postsecondary plans. Furthermore, school counselors can use their expertise in youth development to provide preventative and responsive counseling in relation to self-esteem, academic, and/or bullying issues, which may contribute to the ease with which they transition from high school (Mitcham, Portman, & Dean, 2009). High school counselors can provide large group or classroom guidance lessons on career exploration, goal setting, and career planning, while helping to empower students with intellectual disabilities ID to advocate for themselves through teaching them interpersonal skills relevant to the postsecondary transition process (Mitcham, Portman, & Dean, 2009). Assisting students with ID in the development of interpersonal skills can include highlighting and building on their existing abilities and strengths. Researchers have found that including students with ID in classroom lessons facilitates a more tolerant and accepting environment for the whole class, while allowing for students with ID to interact with diverse peers and learn from positive role modeling (Bennett & Gallagher, 2013; Freeman, 2000; Wiener & Tardif, 2004)

Collaboration with Parents and Families
Numerous researchers have identified the importance of involving parents and families in the process of PSE exploration (e.g. Davies & Beamish, 2009; Griffin, McMillan, & Hodapp, 2010; Martinez, Conroy, & Cerreto, 2012). Involving families is particularly important given the sudden decrease in services available for youth with ID during this period of transition from high school to adulthood (Neece, Kraemer, & Blacher, 2009). Positive post-school transition outcomes are associated with a number of factors, including individual youth, family, and environmental characteristics, and particularly the importance of family well-being (Neece, Kraemer, & Blacher, 2009). This latter finding suggests the importance of and need for greater family outreach and collaboration throughout the transition process.

In addition, there are a variety of barriers that may impede accessing and understanding the various PSE options, including a lack of information sharing and sufficient guidance from professionals (Griffin, McMillan, & Hodapp, 2010). Griffin, McMillan, & Hodapp (2010) found only 26% of parents reported that a post-school transition plan was included in their child’s individualized education plan (IEP), and 36% of the parents reported feeling the school did not provide sufficient guidance to assist in understanding PSE options. However, parents tend to report greater involvement in postsecondary transition planning as their children with ID spend increasing more time within the regular education curriculum (Martinez, Conroy, & Cerreto, 2012). This finding suggests the importance of high school counselors reaching out to engage students
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with ID and their parents in participating in college and career counseling. While parental involvement in transition planning is mandated under IDEA (Individuals with Disabilities Education Act), it may be that in some instances the mode for providing the information is not clearly understood and/or accessible to all parents. For example, Martinez, Conroy, and Cerreto (2012) found that more than half of the parents surveyed reported feeling “overwhelmed and confused” with the PSE transition process, and described feeling they were given a prescribed set of options rather than engaging in an ongoing collaborative process” (p. 285). High school counselors can help to bridge the information gap that many parents have reported experiencing during the transition planning process.

Lack of access to sufficient community supports and resources can also present a major barrier to immigrant families, resulting in disparities in educational and health outcomes (Begeer, El Bouk, Boussaid, Terwogt, & Koot, 2009; Cohen, 2013). Due to language and cultural differences, Latina/o families may not be aware of existing services that are available and have often reported feeling dissatisfied with services rendered to their children with ID as a result of misinformation, poor communication from providers, and experiences of discrimination (Cohen, 2013). To address these concerns, high school counselors can collaborate with a cultural broker (or community member volunteer) to assist with communication when language and cultural barriers present (Bryan & Henry, 2012; Cohen, 2013).

Additionally, it is helpful to understand cultural factors and how they may be employed as a resource in postsecondary planning. For example, Latina/o families tend to value family cohesiveness and maintain extensive social networks (Borrero, 2011; Yamamura, Martinez, & Saenz, 2010), and a variety of other immigrant populations also value strong community connections (Sue & Sue, 2012). These values of family and community support can serve as a source of strength that high school counselors can cultivate when working with immigrant families and students with ID on postsecondary transition planning.

To effectively engage in collaborative outreach to parents regarding postsecondary plans for students with ID, it behooves high school counselors to employ a comprehensive approach. While students with ID may participate in a curriculum that emphasizes development of self-determination skills, a highly recommended training strategy for transition education programs is for high school counselors to regularly collaborate with the professionals providing such training and periodically hold consultation with students, parents, and other educators throughout the process to facilitate discussions linking self-determination skill attainment and the postsecondary transition (Davies & Beamish, 2009; Wehmeyer, Lawrence, Garner, Soukup & Palmer, 2004).

That is, given high school counselors’
expertise in college and career planning, their collaborative involvement in PSE exploration during this transition process could help to positively engage youth and parents in decision-making, while concomitantly counselors can provide information about relevant community and higher education resources. In working closely with families, it is important to maintain a culturally sensitive perspective, one that is respectful of individual family preferences and needs (Martinez, Conroy, & Cerreto, 2012). Information sharing needs to be relevant and reflective of preferred cultural values. For example, Kim, Lee, and Morningstar (2007) emphasized the importance of materials being provided to parents and families in an accessible manner—that is, in a variety of formats and representative of cultural differences.

Collaboration with Key Community Members
As recognized by various researchers (e.g. Bemak, 2000; Bryan, 2005), school counselors can serve as change agents in schools by assuming many roles, including that of collaborator with members of the school, families, and communities. As Bryan (2005) noted, performance in school can be affected by a variety of non-school factors (e.g. personal/social issues and, community issues). Supporting collaboration between administrators and outside agencies that target the academic concerns of students with ID to promote their academic development is an appropriate mandate for high school counselors. Mitcham, Portman, and Dean (2009) listed various external strategies that the high school counselor can be responsible for coordinating in relation to developing partnerships to serve students with ID, including: (a) maintaining a resource list and community support materials for referrals for students and families in need; (b) developing a network system for educational and employment needs of students and families; and (c) providing parents and community leaders an opportunity to influence the advocacy and educational needs of students with ID that may affect community climate and policies. High school counselors can facilitate collaborative meetings with family members that involve key community-based providers (such as transition specialists or vocational rehabilitation counselors) to address anticipated needs and respond to problems that may arise. For example, high school counselors can encourage parental involvement through inviting them to school meetings, holding frequent conferences, and referring them to outside resources. They can also work with parents to understand their concerns and perceptions so they can advocate for the whole family during the postsecondary transition process (Mitcham, Portman, & Dean, 2009).

Implications for High School Counselors
High school counselors are uniquely positioned to assume a transition leadership role to advocate for students with ID who have traditionally had limited access to PSE. Similar to PSE transition planning for
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students without disabilities, high school counselors need to support more rigorous programs for students with disabilities so that they gain access to more inclusive classes. High school counselors typically have connections with local colleges and universities so that PSE for students with ID may follow existing high school to college pathways and initiatives.

High school counselors know the different expectations of high school and college. That knowledge will serve them well in coordinating appropriate transition supports across high schools and higher education institutions. It behooves school counselors to prepare students with ID for PSE and to foster self-determination as a primary goal (Wehmeyer, Palmer, Agran, Mithaug, & Martin, 2000; Wehmeyer, Agran, Hughes, Martin, Mithaug, & Palmer, 2007). It would be beneficial for high school counselors to understand principles of self-determination and apply those principles in their work with all students, while employing a culturally sensitive approach that promotes effective communication and addresses potential barriers to engagement.

Since the inclusion movement shifted emphasis to employment outcomes, transition education and transition specialist training has been gaining momentum nationwide over the past decade. Although few states have credentials specific to transition (see: nsttac.org), most states have transition-related content as part of their standards (Kleinhammer-Tramill, Geiger, & Morningstar, 2003). To date, there are three states that have identified school counselors as eligible to acquire transition specialist endorsements or certifications. These include Massachusetts (MA, 603 CMR 7.00 § 7.14), Michigan (MI, R340.1799g § 99g), and Nebraska (NE, 92, Ch. 24 § 007.04). For example, the Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education offers credentialing as a transition specialist available to licensed school counselors who fulfill competency requirements. Advanced training in transition education for high school counselors should focus on developing the leadership skills necessary to promote system-wide transition supports and services for students with ID (Paiewonsky & Ostergard, 2010). Professional development for high school counselors needs to address capacity building within school districts to support students with disabilities as they negotiate school to PSE transitions as well as interagency coordination with adult disability services.

Conclusion
It is critical for students with ID to envision a life beyond high school, and along with their non-disabled peers, they need to be prepared for the 21st century workforce. High school counselors can help students with ID take the lead in their own career preparation and community inclusion. Given high school counselors’ expertise in the areas of college and career readiness, they serve a key role in assisting students with ID throughout the
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postsecondary transition process. Specifically, they can provide direct services to students and parents through counseling interventions and consultation; they collaborate with outside service providers to promote effective transition from high school to PSE options; and they engage in advocacy to ensure all students with ID can access services and take action to remove potential barriers. Through providing these services to support students with ID, high school counselors take a culturally sensitive approach that is responsive to the diverse needs and preferences of students and families.

The idea of students with ID accessing PSE is gaining popularity among the students themselves, families, communities, high schools, and institutions of higher education, and the students themselves. The socialization, employment, and independent living benefits of PSE accrue to students with ID just as it benefits their peers without disabilities. PSE is an important way to change life outcomes for persons with ID, and high school counselors serve an integral role in facilitating that process.
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Realizing the goal of increasing the number of college degrees held by American citizens requires that all school-aged students have access to high quality postsecondary counseling beginning no later than middle school and continuing throughout high school and into the summer following graduation. Such postsecondary counseling includes the experiences, information, and relationships that enable students to reflect on their passions and interests, develop postsecondary aspirations and dreams, and acquire the academic, personal and social skills needed to achieve their goals. Yet, we know access to this type of counseling is limited, especially among low-income and first-generation college bound students. While various perspectives exists on what type of change needs to occur to equalize postsecondary opportunity, I contend that guaranteeing that all students, regardless of zip code, have access to postsecondary counseling, can be best accomplished by closing the preparation gap that exists in pre-service and in-service training.

Looking back on my own professional experience as a school counselor, I cannot help but question the adequacy of my own training. Entering a large, urban school district, I was well equipped with counseling skills and an understanding of adolescent development. I entered my first position passionate and excited to promote educational equity through a career in school counseling. What I lacked, I quickly discovered, was an understanding of how young people come to envision a future for themselves, especially those students otherwise disengaged or off-track in school. Before the forms, the applications, the training programs, and the choices, came the process of helping students understand their passions and future-oriented identities, transmitting labor market trends and the higher education landscape, and engaging students in the processes and behaviors necessary to support their postsecondary goals. Now, as I train and research school counselors and college access professionals, I have witnessed how good intentions and a passion for supporting young people and their post-secondary aspirations bring talented people to this field. We are strong in our caring and committed workforce. However, I have also realized that while good intentions and passion are important, those two qualities are insufficient to tackle this challenge of ensuring that not just some, but all students leave high school with a postsecondary plan. Truly engaging young people in envisioning a future for themselves, creating a pathway to arrive at that destination, and then actually ensuring that they succeed will only happen when we...
have people on the front lines – working with students, families, and teachers – whose work is informed by specific college and career readiness competencies.

There is little question that high quality college and career counseling can only happen when we have a knowledgeable and well-trained workforce of professionals working on the front lines. Preparing educators, especially those who will work with students for whom college, or any sort of postsecondary training, feels abstract, foreign, or worse, not for them, requires training - and not just any training. Quality training. Training that comes through professional pathways that prepare individuals for the role and the on-the job-training that enhances one’s experience. Yet, despite its importance, our current model of training and professional development does not adequately prepare school counselors, and in many cases college access professionals, for the true challenges we face today.

The Preparation Gap
I refer to this lack of training as the Preparation Gap and in fact, there is not just one gap, but rather several gaps in the preparation of school counselors and college access professionals. These gaps appear in pre-service programs, professional development initiatives and existing content areas. I contend that closing these gaps, thereby building a skilled and knowledgeable group of professionals, holds the greatest promise for creating a stronger workforce to advance postsecondary opportunities for all students.

The Pre-Service Gap
For school counselors, whose professional preparation includes a master’s degree, graduate programs and curricula are simply not aligned with the college and career readiness aspects of their role. Few graduate programs require courses in postsecondary counseling and development. And some, operate using outdated modalities that over-emphasize clinical training and underemphasize the specific skills necessary to integrate college and career readiness planning into students’ academic and social development in the context of schools. Moreover, graduate programs rarely arm counselors with leadership skills to prepare them to broker and manage supportive partnerships with community-based organizations. These graduate programs appear out of sync with the college and career demands that are central to school counselors’ work.

For college access professionals, or those working to supplement the work of school counselors, challenges include the absence of a professional credential and a lack of clarity regarding standards for the profession. These professionals are hired into these positions following a range of pre-service pathways.
Many host organizations provide robust internal training programs; however, this approach lacks uniformity and is not linked to standards that would otherwise signal quality and readiness. In addition, these trainings rarely cover the type of knowledge necessary to work effectively in school settings, which is necessary to successfully partner and engage with school counselors and other school staff. Without training on this topic, they will be unable to see how their work fits into the public education landscape and how to deliver services to maximize their impact on student outcomes.

The Professional Development Gap
Several studies have illustrated the limited access school counselors have to quality and relevant professional development. For example, school-based in-service is largely focused on teachers and instructional topics, while district-based trainings cover such a wide array of topics attempting to address the multifaceted (or in some cases, poorly defined) school counselor role. And while many professional organizations hold training on college advising, accessibility is compromised due to the cost of training, opportunity costs associated with missing days of work, and even the unwillingness of school-leaders to prioritize the release time needed for school counselors to attend.

As I already mentioned, many non-profit organizations working in the field do provide robust training for their staff, some of it through on-going professional development. However, at worst, college access programs rely on the assumption that well-intentioned, young professionals who have recently gone through the college application process are capable of coaching others through the process. This over reliance on good intentions is insufficient, especially when one considers the complex array of developmental, academic, and financial challenges faced by first-generation students, students of color, and urban and rural students.

The Content Gap
In both the pre-service and in-service contexts, we also see a gap in appropriate content necessary to engage in college and career readiness counseling. The content currently addressed in college access training and professional development ranges from the Instrumental (how to complete forms and disseminate information) to the Informational (understanding the key steps required to succeed in gaining college admission). There is no question that our advisors and counselors need be trained in concrete tasks such as the specialized practices of FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student Aid) completion and policies surrounding undocumented students. However, beyond this, the content of training is inconsistent and frequently misses important topics. For example, trainings must equip practitioners with the cultural competency and proficiency
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to counteract educational disparities. Counselors and advisors should be fluent in using data to make decisions about what additional programs are needed in their schools and which students have not benefitted from any additional enrichment support or opportunities. Training should include content that instructs in how to manage school/community-based and business partnerships in ways that complement one another, rather than work in competition.

While these gaps in preparation shed light on our current shortcomings, they simultaneously provide targets for reform. Specific policy reforms should be leveraged including the addition of college readiness competencies to statewide licensure requirements or specific funds for school districts to provide adequate professional development. At the same time, this workforce challenge calls for institutions of higher education to examine their programs and course curricula to ensure they are aligned with the realities of the profession. These new opportunities are of critical importance in building a cadre of professionals who deeply care about educational equity, are uniquely positioned to have an influence on students’ planning, and are skilled and knowledgeable based on more than just personal experience. Closing these gaps will require the good will, investments, and dedication of many graduate programs and non-profit organizations that seek to advance educational opportunity.

The Importance of this New Journal
At a time when our nation is focused on widening postsecondary opportunities to all Americans, it is critical that training and professional development are informed by scholarship that takes into account research and its application to the field of college and career readiness. To date, few journals dedicate their publications to this specific topic of college access, while maintaining a balance between research and applied practice. The introduction of the Journal of College Access signals a professionalization for those whose work positions them to directly influence students’ college-going orientations, behaviors and choices. I expect this journal will contribute to our professional understanding of which competencies are critical to the profession and will assist the field in moving away from good intentions and toward scientific and developmental theories that guide postsecondary counseling. This, I believe, will ensure that all counselors and their community-based partners can work responsibly and effectively with all young people.
It’s an exciting time to be involved in higher education. In fact, as higher-ed professionals and advocates, we live and work in an era marked by rapid, near-constant change. From competency-based learning models to digital badges to income-based student financing mechanisms, new features pop up almost daily in the postsecondary landscape. Today, more than ever, those who work in this dynamic field need access to — and ways to share — reliable, relevant information.

That’s why the launch of the Journal of College Access is so welcome, and why I am proud to contribute to this, its inaugural issue. The JCA has great potential to inform — and yes, to inspire — people who play a critical role in the lives of millions of students. And make no mistake; those students are our future. Their success is vital to this nation’s progress and continued prosperity.

In fact, there is no greater national need than the growing need for talent — for citizens who embody the knowledge, skills and abilities necessary to fuel the global economy. And the only way for this nation to build that talent is through postsecondary education. College-level learning — that is, the learning inherent in degrees and other high-quality postsecondary credentials — is absolutely key for any individual who hopes to attain and maintain a middle-class lifestyle. And if we are to thrive as a nation, we must extend the benefits of higher education far more broadly, encompassing many more people in all walks of life.

At Lumina Foundation, which I am privileged to serve as president and CEO, that effort constitutes our entire mission. All of our resources are directed toward achieving a single, ambitious goal, what we call Goal 2025. Within the next decade — that is, by the year 2025 — we want 60% of Americans to hold a degree, certificate or other high-quality postsecondary credential.

We know it won’t be easy to increase attainment to that level, but labor economists and other experts insist that it’s necessary, and we’re convinced that it’s possible. But it’s only possible if we embrace change and work to fundamentally redesign the higher-ed system so that it truly meets the needs of the 21st century.

Indeed, fundamental redesign is a must — because the traditional higher-ed model is simply insufficient to our needs as a society. That’s not a criticism of any institution or type of institution. All have their strengths, and each can claim its successes. But taken as a whole, the current system lacks the capacity and the flexibility to properly serve the millions of additional students who must be served if we are to succeed as a nation.
Clearly, to meet that 60% goal, we need a revamped system — one that puts students firmly at the center and provides clear, multiple pathways that are defined by actual learning outcomes, not merely by the amount of time spent in classrooms. We need a system that requires transparency and cooperative effort, one that encourages innovation by rewarding genuine results, not mere process or effort or good intentions. We need a system that challenges everyone to be accountable for the success of students — all types of students, in greater numbers than ever before. This is especially true for those who have traditionally been underrepresented in higher education: low-income students, first-generation students, students of color and working adults.

This system must make it a priority to eliminate persistent attainment gaps based on race and broaden opportunity among underserved students. In short, we need a higher-ed system that fosters equity and excellence — and Lumina is committed to helping build that system.

Creating such a system is a major undertaking, of course — one that goes far beyond Lumina and will take many years to accomplish. Still, even though this work is in its early stages, system redesign has already become a central focus for us because we know that it’s critical to achieving that 60% goal.

The main point is, we won’t reach that goal by any well-worn path. We need new routes, new ideas, new approaches designed to serve much larger numbers of students — and serve them better.

And that’s where you and the Journal of College Access come in. This journal can be a place where those new paths are explored, where new ideas are surfaced and innovative new approaches are discussed and perfected. I urge you to take advantage of this forum, to use it as a conduit for sharing your best thinking and as a tool for refining your own efforts to enhance college access and increase postsecondary attainment.

Those efforts are vitally important — to all of us as Americans. 
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